
 

 
The planning system is comprised of three main parts: 
 

1. Development plans – unlike in many European countries, the 
planning system in Scotland is plan led. A plan can have up to 
three parts: a local development plan, a strategic development 
plan, required for the biggest four cities: Glasgow, Edinburgh, 
Aberdeen and Dundee and supplementary guidance. The 
development plans are the first legal point for making a decision 
on planning applications.  

 
2. Development management – the process for making decisions 

on planning applications, which are legally required to be guided 
by policies in the development plan. 

 
3. Enforcement – the process that makes sure development is 

carried out accordingly and can intervene when this is not so 

 Planning is one of the devolved powers that Scotland enjoys 
from the UK. The key policy documents that frame the national land 
planning and development system are The National Planning 
Framework, today NPF 3 and the Scottish Planning Policy. At the 
moment, the system is undergoing a radical transformation, the most 
important in the past 60 years. 
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“the system used to make 
decisions about the future 
development and use of land 
in our towns, cities and 
countryside. It considers 
where development should 
happen, where it should not 
and how development affects 
its surroundings. The system 
balances different interests 
to make sure that land is 
used and developed in a way 
that creates high quality, 
sustainable places.” 

In Scotland, Planning 
is defined today as 

The key to becoming a smart city is ensuring that an integrated, 
strategic approach is taken to sustainable solutions across the 
urban area and making sure that developments complement 
each other and form the most energy efficient overall solution. 
(The Scottish Government, 2012) 
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1. The National Level  

 The National Planning Framework sets out the national long term vision for development in 

Scotland; the first was adopted in 2004, followed by NPF 2 in 2009. NPF 3, the current document is 

defined as a spatial expression of the current Economic Strategy, adopted in 2015 and focused on four 

guiding principles: investment, innovation, inclusive growth and internalisation. It explains and 

contextualizes the national outcomes for Scotland, presented in Figure 1. 

 Regarding the sustainability agenda, the national target is set at reducing up to 80% in 

greenhouse gas emission by 2050. Regarding, electricity generation, the goal is to focus on thermal 

generation as detailed in the supporting Electricity Generation Policy Statement.  A key aim is to 

provide at least 500 MW of renewable energy in community and local ownership by 2020, in support 

of the government’s commitment to reduce spatial and social inequalities in Scotland.  

Key planning policies 
& the sustainability 
agenda 

The key planning national outcomes 
for Scotland are defined by the 
government as the creation and delivery 
of four categories of places: 
  
!Successful and sustainable places, 

supporting economic growth, 
regeneration and the creation of well-
designed places. 

 
!Low carbon places – reducing our 

carbon emissions and adapting to 
climate change. 

 
!Natural resilient places – helping to 

protect and enhance our natural 
cultural assets and facilitating their 
sustainable use. 

 
!Connected places – supporting better 

transport and digital connectivity.  
 

Figure 1: Scotland’s key national planning 
outcomes 

 The Scottish Planning Policy, in its latest 
version launched in 2014, sets out the national 
planning policies and promotes consistency in the 
application of policy across Scotland while being 
flexible to local circumstances. Its two guiding 
principles are ‘placemaking’ and ‘sustainability’ 
reflecting the government’s strong commitment to 
deliver a holistic environmental and spatially equal 
agenda.  
 In addition, two documents inform urban 
planning and design in Scotland: Creating Places 
(2013) and Designing Streets (2010). The first one 
is centred on the creation of sustainable places and 
community led urban regeneration, while the latter 
advocates for sustainable design, including 
sustainable drainage solutions in the creation of 
streets.  
 After decades of entirely economic focused 
land development strategy, the latest Scottish 
Planning Policy places design at the forefront and 
states as a key policy principle: 
 
�Planning should take every opportunity to 

create high quality places by taking a design-led 
approach.�  (SPP, 2014) 
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2. The City & Region level  

 Scotland is divided in 32 Local Authorities (LA’s), with seven cities: Edinburgh, Glasgow, 

Aberdeen, Dundee, Perth and Inverness. The four largest cities have their own city councils, while 

the latter two are within larger council areas, namely the Highland Council and Perth and Kinross 

Council.  

 Local Development Plans (LDPs) provide the vision for how communities will grow and 

develop in the future and are adopted in each local authority. Increasingly recently the cities have 

adopted ‘city visions’ to guide their long-term development, supported by the local city plans. 

Also there is an increasing trend towards a city region based development, with cities developing 

more and more stable partnerships with their surrounding smaller council areas, fuelled 

particularly by the recent ‘City Deals’. These are agreements between the government, both UK 

and Scottish, and several UK cities giving them increased control over public finances and their 

economic growth.   

 In 2010, the Scottish Cities Alliance was formed, which promoted competition among the 

seven cities through collaboration, and brought together the government with the leaders of the 

seven cities to focus on key issues to be tackled for the sustainable growth of the country. The 

document Towards a Low Carbon Scotland. Sustainable Cities (2012) sets out the the national 

vision as well as the local initiatives for the urban environmental agenda. All cities are focused on 

a more sustainable economic development, and are trying innovative ways to minimize their 

Carbon footprint. Several examples are presented as following. 

The Scottish Government, 2012 
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Examples of resource efficient initiatives in 
Scottish Cities 

1

Aberdeen is a city of approx. 200 000 
inhabitants, the oil capital of Scotland and an 
established fishing port, and run by the 
Aberdeen City Council. 

The renewable agenda has materialized in 
Aberdeen in the hydrogen bus project, 
consisting of deploying an urban hydrogen bus 
fleet with up to 12 units, fuelled using locally 
generated hydrogen. This is the first of its kind 
in Scotland and the largest in any European 
city. The project includes building Scotland’s 
first hydrogen refueling station, which will also 
be able to serve private cars, when these will 
become available.  
Aberdeen City Council, together with partners 
from Partners from the European project 
HyTrEc (Hydrogen Transport Economy), is 
helping establish a transnational hydrogen 
network, around the North Sea Region.  

Vestibulum rhoncus malesuada purus. Aliquam varius, purus interdum 
molestie placerat, odio nulla scelerisque turpis, sed ultricies velit diam at 
nunc. Proin at nisl vel magna semper malesuada. Donec lobortis pede. Cras at orci 
nec orci fringilla hendrerit. Nam ultrices augue sit amet lacus. Morbi est purus, cursus 
vel, elementum at, auctor at, metus. Nulla facilisi. Sed lobortis ipsum ut ligula. Etiam 
a est ut felis luctus vestibulum. Fusce pellentesque tempus diam. 

Morbi leo. Pellentesque rutrum, risus vitae dignissim sodales, arcu libero euismod 
odio, quis vehicula sem dolor in purus. Aenean fermentum, augue non semper 
tempus, nisl diam cursus mi, ut semper neque velit quis tellus. Quisque tellus nunc, 
interdum id, semper vel, accumsan et, neque. Vestibulum sagittis, tellus eu laoreet 
volutpat, ipsum ipsum vehicula nunc, non laoreet ipsum odio vel justo. 

Etiam ullamcorper dui imperdiet ipsum 
fermentum ultrices. 

 
Inverness is a city of 60 000 people, and the 
capital of the Highlands; it does not have its own 
council. Inverness represents the centre of The 
Highland Council, covering one third of the 
territory of Scotland. This is determined in 
reducing its environmental footprint and has 
adopted a Carbon management Plan (CMP).  
 
The Highland Council has started installing 
specially constructed biomass boiler cabins were 
installed at its properties, especially schools. The 
project not will reduce the carbon emissions of 
the selected sites but also reduces the Council’s 
fuel costs. The increased use of biomass boilers 
also helps to support the emerging local 
economy in wood fuel, with all wood fuel 
suppliers based in the Highlands. Plans for the 
future include hydro and tidal turbine schemes, 
micro combined heat and power (CHP) systems 
and commercial CHP systems.  
 

ABERDEEN   

Hydrogen Bus Project  

INVERNESS 

Biomass boilers 
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2

Glasgow is the largest city in Scotland, with 
a population of approx. 600 000 people, and 
the heart of the Clyde Valley Conurbation, 
totaling over 1.7 mil. people.  It is the only 
city in Scotland part of the Core Cities 
group, a UK wide alliance of urban centres 
that are lobbying for more devolved city 
powers.  
It is also the first city in Scotland to have 
signed a City Deal, a financial agreement 
with the UK and Scottish Governments 
which will see over 1 £ bn. come to 
Glasgow and eight neighboring councils. Its 
core objectives are: 

! setting up a £1.13 billion Glasgow and 
Clyde Valley Infrastructure Fund to 
improve transport and regenerate/develop 
sites; 

! supporting growth in the life sciences 
sector; 

! helping small and medium enterprises to 
grow and develop; 

! setting up programmes to support 
unemployed people; 

! testing new ways of boosting the incomes 
of people on low wages 

- Lorem Ipsum 

Sustainable GLASGOW 

Sustainable Glasgow aims to make Glasgow 
become one of Europe’s most sustainable cities. 
The initiative is an innovative partnership 
between government, academia, and business – 
including Glasgow City Council; University of 
Strathclyde; Scottish and Southern Energy; 
Scottish Power; Scottish Enterprise; Glasgow 
Housing Association; the National Health 
Service; Scottish Water; SPT (Glasgow’s major 
transport provider); Clyde Gateway; IBM; 
Honeywell; BT and Siemens. It is focused on 
reducing the carbon emissions of the city by 
30% by 2020. It aism to deliver this through a 
mix of technologies such as cogeneration, 
district heating, waste to energy, low carbon 
transport, and energy efficiency.  

Three key areas of development 
are: 
! A new waste management 

system that will generate 
energy for up to 100 000 
homes; 

! The building of the city�s 
first wind turbine with a 
capacity of 1,8 MW; 

! Changing the city�s street 
lighting with smart LED 
systems. 
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“In Scotland and the UK, 
local authorities have limited 
powers over taxation in 
international comparative 
terms. Revenue retained 
locally amounts to less than 
5% of the total raised (HM 
Treasury, 2014) and 17% of 
local public expenditure in 
Scotland (Audit Scotland, 
2015), compared to around 
three times these figures in 
other developed nations 
(ESPON and EIUA, 2012).” 

“Economic prosperity, social 
equality, environmental 
sustainability, democratic 
inclusion and cultural 
vibrancy are intertwined and 
central to Scotland’s future. 
It is largely in Scotland’s 
cities where these 
aspirations will be met, to 
the benefit of their wider 
regions and Scotland as a 
whole. Our competitor cities 
in England and elsewhere 
across the world are being 
empowered to thrive in a 
globalised world. Scotland’s 
cities must do the same in 
order to compete and engage 
citizens and communities.”  

(Empowering Scotland’s Cities: 
Delivering Prosperity and Equality for 
Scotland’s Seven Cities, seven city 
councils, 2015) 

The City 
Empowerment 
Agenda 

The current landscape of 
change 

 At the moment, there are three key strong agendas that have a 
great impact both on land and real estate development and territorial 
governance:  
 
1. The City Empowerment Agenda (see Appendix 1) 
 In the current context of devolution of powers from the UK 
government in Westminster to the Scottish one in Hollyrood, the cities 
of Scotland are asking for increased freedom to decide on their own 
finances and spending. The current landscape of local taxation powers 
in Europe shows that the UK and Scotland are highly centralised 
countries. The recent climate of austerity urbanism has forced many 
cities to look for alternative funding arrangements, such as the City 
Deals, and to create alliances to counter the substantial public sector 
cuts. The situation is particularly difficult for smaller towns and cities, 
which suffer from both skilled workforce and reduced public budgets, 
struggling to deliver high quality public services. 
 
2. The Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act (17th June 2015) 
 In parallel to a city focused decentralization of powers, there is 
also a strong movement to empower communities, which have been 
fundamentally destabilized over the past decades first by Thatcherite 
and then by unfocused regeneration schemes. The recent Act helps 
community bodies undertake the ownership and development of land 
and public assets and focuses on: 

! extending the community right to buy, 
! making it simpler for communities to take over public sector 

land and buildings, and 
! strengthening the statutory base for community planning.  
 

3. The Land and Real Estate Reform Bill (16th March 2016) 
  
 A long awaited land reform has been one of the key policies of 
the current government and the bill passed this year, after much 
consultation, includes new protections for tenant farmers and an end to 
tax relief for sporting estates. It is accompanied by a new Scottish Land 
Fund opening on 1 April with £10m available to help community buy-
outs. 



 

 

  

Scotland is going through radical changes, involving a rethinking of the 
planning system and an increased devolution of powers at the subnational 
levels of cities and communities. This is framed by a strong sustainability 
vision, which is present in various policy documents at national, regional 
and local levels. The primary focus of the sustainability agenda in 
Scotland is the reduction of green house emissions by 2050 by 80%. 
Innovative initiatives are being undertaken all over the country including 
hydrogen buses in Aberdeen, sustainable urban design in Dundee, biomass 
boilers in Inverness, large district heating schemes and the development 
of renewables. There are several national overarching policy documents 
coordinating this strategy, also supported by the Scottish Cities Alliance. 
Across these documents key resources are: people, places, communities, 
connectivity and resilience. However, there is no holistic understanding of 
what resource efficient urbanism is in Scotland at the moment. 

 
Summary 

Dr Georgiana Varna 
Scottish Cities Knowledge Centre 

14th of June 2016 


